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¾

ABSTRACT

This course in designed for a broad range of geoscientist and engineers working in the petroleum industry.
The course provides improved linkage between the techniques used at various scales to describe and model
petroleum reservoirs. The ultimate objectives are to enable technical staff to maximise the recovery of
hydrocarbons. The impact of petrophysical heterogeneity at various scales on the recovery of oil and gas provides
the focus for the course.
The course introduction shows how Petroleum Geoengineering concepts have developed along with the
requirement for more integrated and synergistic technical teams addressing reservoir development projects. The
course emphasises the links between the stratigraphic controls on geobody architecture (and properties), the
connectivity and the ultimate recovery factors. Petrophysical and rock physics properties are measured at a
variety of scales. An exercise will explore how averages can be used to determine effective properties at larger
scales. Reservoir models are built by industry using a range of geostatistical techniques and these require
calibration by dynamic measurements at various scales. The role of seismic in modelling is considered at the
appropriate stage.Sweep efficiency and recovery factors are determined by scales of lateral and vertical
heterogeneity. The use of the Lorenz and Modified Lorenz plots is demonstrated in an exercise to illustrate the
importance of internal reservoir architecture in controlling recovery factors. The course challenges subsurface
teams to consider strategies for improving oil recovery and with the high demand and price to target ever higher
recovery factors
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Online registration at http://www.eage.org. Deadline: September 10th, 2009.
The registration fee is 50€ for EAGE/SEG members, 125€ for non-members.

